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The concept is extensively used by Richard C. Trexler, Public Life in Renaissance Florence 
RHETORICS OF TRANSCEDENCE: CONFLICT AND INTERCESSION IN COMMUNAL ITALY 1300-1500
Stephen Milner A s a cultural historian interested in secular rhetoric in pre-modern Italy the concept of charisma was not one I was particularly accustomed to use in my own writing. Indeed, I have to confess that I had not really thought about charisma as a useful critical term for the analysis of pre-modern urban culture beyond registering the general use of the word by historical anthropologists writing about public life, the sacralization of civic space, and the charismatic centres of communal towns. In terms of it being a personal attribute or indeed a word 1 within the Italian lexis of the period, I knew of no applied usages. The only scholar I was conscious of using it as an organizing concept for the analysis of medieval culture was Stephen Jaeger in his examination of what he termed 'charismatic pedagogy' in the Cathedral schools. In what follows, therefore, the aim is to return 2 to Weber to examine the role of preachers and public speakers as mediators between actual and possible worlds and examine the political consequences of their alternative visions for the ordering of the earthly city in late medieval Italy. For the intralinguistic mixing of communal and theological discourses in this period furnished a variety of rhetorics of transcendence which imagined the citizen and Christian soul beyond the contingencies and tensions of the political sphere whilst simultaneously adding to them. Such rhetorics had important consequences in terms of their impact in the socio-political realm. Particular attention will be focused, therefore, upon the role of preachers as both apologists for and critics of communal regimes, within the context of an examination of the ambivalence of charisma as a unifying and divisive phenomenon within the communes of late medieval Italy.
Weber himself showed a marked interest in the Italian communes of the late medieval and Renaissance periods. His doctoral dissertation of 1889, for example, analysed the evolution of the medieval guilds as the first instance of organized forms of free labour, a thesis he later revisited in his Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism. To date the majority of writing that has drawn on Weber has 3 concentrated attention on the legal and economic constitution of the late medieval communes and the emergence of the state in Renaissance Italy as part of a larger narrative concerning the growth of the executive and the process of state building in the West. In this context constant reference is made in the secondary literature 4 to Weber's description of the bureaucratic machinery of the Northern Italian signorie as the harbinger of the modern rational state and to the Italian communes as political forms whose economies were driven by an early form of market capitalism. This emphasis has largely neglected the charismatic aspect of Weber's sociology which in my view is now due a renaissance of its own within the historiography of Italian urban development in late medieval and Renaissance Italy.
5
Sadly for us, Weber never completed his intended study of medieval Catholicism, nor his promised work on the ancient and medieval bourgeois burgher citizen, nor his history of the great western revolutions which he intended to begin See Lutz Kaelber, 'Weber's Lacuna: Medieval Religion and the Roots of Rationalization ', 6 Journal of the History of Ideas, 57 (1996) with the communal movement of the Middle Ages. Such lacunae may account for 6 the lack of an extensive treatment on Weber's part of the place of religion and religious preaching within the formation of the Medieval Italian commune. Yet Catholicism is actually accorded a central role by Weber in his account of the origins of the Western city in the posthumously published essay Die Stadt, usually translated into English as The City. Weber's thesis holds that it was the Christian 7 practice of communion, the sharing of the Eucharist, which provided the model for the city understood in terms of a confraternity. According to Weber, this model of collective association found its first political expression when the people of the Medieval Italian communes swore oaths of association in self-consciously constituting their communities. For Weber the religious rite of communion provided the ritual form for the legalistic practice of oath taking whereby communes were constitutionally formed. And herein lies the key to reintroducing the charis-8 matic dimension of communal belonging that has been relatively neglected by recent sociological, economic, and cultural materialist readings which have stressed the rationalism of the pre-modern Italian communes and their role in laying the foundations of modern western political forms and thought. Etymologically charisma and Eucharist share the same Greek root ×áñéò ×áñéôïò ×áñéôÞ, meaning a beneficent disposition towards someone, goodwill, care, grace, benefaction, gratitude, a gracious deed or gift. Add the greek prefix Åý, meaning 'well' or 'good', and EUCHARIST becomes 'thanks-giving', the celebration and recognition of God's gift of his only begotten son to save mankind, with Christ the figure who most directly mediated between this world and the next.
10
The assumption of the example of God's love for mankind through the intercession and mediation of his son became a central plank of Italian communal preaching and writing as 'the' pattern for ethically virtuous social interaction within the lay culture of the communes. Once within the realm of gift exchange it comes as no surprise that the Italian vernacular 'carità', understood as the Christian love of one's fellow man, derives from the same etymological root hence 'charity as gift giving'. From Albertanus of Brescia's De amore et dilectione Dei et proximi of the 1240s to Giovanni Dominici's Il libro d'amore di carità of 1404, and beyond, the question of the regulation of civic life, the economy of human intersubjectivity, and one's relation to God and one's neighbour stood at the heart of the communal preachers' reflections upon the relation of social aggregation to individual salvation, although it should be stressed that the role of the preacher as spiritual gobetween was as much about charismatic intercession as it was about sacerdotal mediation. For prophecy was also a charisma, a God-given gift that enabled the 11 recipient to foresee the future through divine revelation, the bestowal of which bore further witness to God's omniscience.
12
Not surprisingly, therefore, the late medieval and Renaissance lexes of social interaction and divine intercession were homologous, as were the vocabularies of mercantilism and divine judgement. Conversations with the Lord (Signore) took place through the mediation of patrons or petitioners (padroni or avvocati) in the form of prayers or requests (preghiere). The dynamics of catholic intercession
The bibliography on Italian late medieval and Renaissance social patronage is vast but the replicated the dynamics of communal social interaction and patronage and vice versa. An important consequence of this fact, in terms of the current argument, 13 is that the communal conceptualisation of exchange was not set within a mundane framework established by economic rationalism but rather in terms of the individual's dealings with God as well as his fellow men. The medieval marketplace, in contrast to the secular marketplace of modernity, encompassed transactions between both this world and the next, it was a marketplace in which God's gift of grace was on offer and where the virtuous disposal of wealth secured divine credit. 14 For whilst religious preaching sought to instil a communal ethic which stressed sacrifice over contract it did so in the belief that ultimately each individual would have to literally account for him-or herself.
15
The relation of savings to salvation was a perennial concern to medieval communal preachers, the penitential orientation of public preaching highlighting the conception of the final judgement as an exercise in accountability, one's future lying in the balance. The current tendency to concentrate upon the materialism of the Renaissance and its pursuit of wordly goods neglects the exchange between worlds initiated by God's gift of his only son as predicted -from prae-dicere, predicato (foretold/preached) -by the prophets and as symbolically enacted in the Eucharist. The transcendental element of the Catholic spiritual economy, there- of the oltratomba), was central to the enchantment of everyday life. A conviction that the end of the world was nigh, as propagated by an apocalyptic preacher, or the explanation of the plague as divine judgement could, and did, radically alter people's demeanour, as the possibility of meeting one's maker became a distinct possibility. Boccaccio was not alone in his portrayal of how social behaviour was 17 radically reconfigured by the spectre of immanent death. Often described as face-18 to-face societies, it is no wonder the communal period witnessed such interest in the beatific vision. Just as the lexis of social interaction was homologous with the 19 language of divine intercession, so the lexis of earthly community was co-terminus with the language of heavenly communion as citizens sought to effect the transition from the secular libertà of the communal patria to the santa libertà of the celeste patria.
20
In it but not of it, the mendicant preachers of the Italian commune occupied a liminal place as mediators, go-betweens, intermediaries, intercessors, even brokers between this world and the next, imbuing civic life with a spiritual dimension. As textual and symbolic mediators, they deciphered allegory as figurations of God's truths, reading the world through the prism of God's word and thereby rendering both the Christian texts and Christian symbols meaningful. Simultaneously, they 21 also served to warn of the danger posed by the temptations offered by the earthbound agents of the other transcendental would-be lord in exile, the devil.
22
Instrumental in addressing the relation of this life to the afterlife in a public forum, through their preaching they addressed questions of individual salvation within a collective context thereby rendering the future perennially present in the minds of their congregations-cum-audiences. In the process, they carried something of the penitential discipline learnt within their own orders to a wider public. This was 23 not, however, the state-sponsored discipline of modernity identified by Weber and, more recently, Foucault, but rather disciplinary practices which sought spiritual well-being as part of the governance of the self. In this respect, the civic ethos of the Italian communes actually occupies a mid-point in Weber's narrative of western rationalism, located between the poles of monastic asceticism on the one hand and the secularized asceticism of modernity on the other. For the social and political world of the Italian communes equated to neither the enclosed worlds of medieval monastic orders nor the 'iron cage' of bureaucratic rationalization that saw governmental administration permeate all aspects of an essentially disenchanted society.
24
Rather, stated in Weberian terms, they constituted an early stage in the translation of such a disciplinary ethic from an exclusively religious to an exclusively secular setting. In Weber's own words, 'For when asceticism was carried out of monastic cells into everyday life, and began to dominate worldly morality, it did its part in building the tremendous cosmos of the modern economic order.' Nobody better represents the beginnings of this translation of catholic monastic aestheticism into the public realm and its encounter with nascent capitalism than the preaching friars of communal Italy. In fact, it could be argued that they actually embodied this translation as they moved between the closed spaces of their monastic cloisters and the streets and squares where they addressed the massed crowds of the self-determining mercantile communes, their monasteries constituting literal halfway houses between the communities of the Earthly City and the City of God. In moving into the communal sphere, however, some account needs to be furnished concerning their relation to political authority and the seeming susceptibility of the Italian communes to reformist preachers.
In addressing the issue of the relation of charisma to authority in the context of communal Italy there is no doubting that the public preachers had a massive impact upon social and political ordering throughout the communal period right up until Savonarola's political reforms in Florence of the mid-1490s. In large part this was a consequence of the lack of a clearly identifiable authoritative centre within such self-determining 'republics'. As 'public things' they were not subject to domination by any single individual or ruler, yet the flip side of such communal liberty was the agonistic nature of socio-political life. The regular rotations of 26 office, the appointment of judicial officials from outside the region, the divieti preventing repeated occupation of the same office by members of the same family, and the liberal use of exile for those considered inimical to the healthy functioning of the body politic all testify to the collective paranoia concerning the potential for the crystallization of factional interests or the pre-eminence of a particular family threatening to subject the commune to their domination. As has repeatedly been noted, however, by the late fifteenth century most had eventually succumbed to
The failure of many of the communes to find a solution is charted in Philip Jones, The the control of a single dominant family. The consequent political dynamics deter-27 mined much of the subject matter treated by the communal preachers as well as much of their activity in securing peace between rival factions or warring families. Bernardino da Siena is perhaps the most studied of the peacemakers after the revivalist preachers of the Great Devotion of 1233, yet nearly all sermon cycles touched upon issues of social discord and the morality of such juridical institutions as the vendetta.
28
In terms of legitimacy too, it is a commonplace of the historiography of the period that the Italian communes, having declared their de facto independence of papal and imperial authority, faced a constant struggle in seeking to constitute themselves and fashion their, often competing, multiple groupings into a recognizable urban collective with a shared rationale. In this context it is worth noting that Weber had originally planned for his essay on the city to appear in his Economy and Society as part of the section on illegitimate forms of domination, for in general terms Weber characterized the people, or masses, as an illegitimate and revolutionary political entity that occupied a perennially critical stance towards established power structures. Such a charismatic vacuum within the communes would induce a sense of belonging and indebtedness towards an entity that was notably abstract in comparison to the more tangible obligations to family, friends, neighbours, patrons, fellow confraternity members, and so on. For Trexler the answer lay in the use of rituals that transcended particular interests and served to involve groups in the collective celebration of something greater than its constitutive parts. The commune was thus transformed into a highly personalized entity that encouraged participation and involvement and conditioned behaviour through the ordering of symbolic space. In the process charisma was transmuted into the permanent forms that sanctified the established, or reformed, sociopolitical order. The transitional status of the late medieval Italian commune within Weber's typology of forms of legitimation, therefore, is apparent from such a characterization of medieval urban life which is far removed from the disenchanted impersonal city of modernity.
Placed within this ritual of communal legitimation, and given the absence in most communes of a clearly identifiable patriarchal head, the figure of the public preacher was central to the routinization of charisma. There is no doubt that the clergy, and the mendicant preachers in particular, devolved their charismatic authority to the existing, or reformed, institutions of the commune. This was clearly the case with Bernardino and Savonarola, both of whom configured Christ himself as communal figurehead within their programmes of civic regeneration.
31
Yet we must be careful not to conflate the charisma of the commune as entity with the charisma of the preacher as person. Indeed, returning to Weber's threefold typology of legitimation, the attributes accorded to the charismatic form of domination are personal not collective ones: possession of 'specific gifts of the body and spirit', a sense of what he terms 'divine mission', and separation from the routines of this world -no tenure of office, no regular income or stipend, no family or dependents. The charisma of a mendicant preacher, therefore, was always 32 ambivalent in political terms, and it is noticeable the extent to which secondary literature seems to fall into the pattern of reading such figures politically as either apologists for, or critics of, a particular regime or social class, thereby reducing theology to ideology. 33 Here, however, the differentiation between what we might term perennial charisma and surge charisma is worth considering. For while the first concerns itself with the enchantment of the present by imbuing the everyday with a sense of the transcendent and the world to come, the second is associated with specific moments when such processes reached a fever pitch of evangelical intensity. Whilst the latter was more prone to confirm the prevailing form of social ordering, surge charisma was far more conducive to social reform and revolution. For it is my contention that preachers in a communal context furnished a charisma of the everyday, a seeming oxymoron, in imbricating both the symbolic repertory of community and urban ritual practices with transcendental meanings which were as critical as they were confirming of civic communion and the benefits of social aggregation. As mediators of charisma, preachers were central to the evolution of 34 a lexis of legitimation, in conditioning the behaviour of subjects living within selfdetermining political communities, and, in short, in the articulation and propagation of a communal ethic which rendered the political and the religious quasihomologous.
This may be a function of the fact that the coming together of large crowds to witness the preaching of the mendicant friars, although a religious occasion, was saturated with political associations. For when large crowds gathered and were moved by persuasive speechmaking, the permanency of established forms of social ordering were often threatened. Indeed, the statutory rubrics of most Italian medieval communes reveal a perennial anxiety concerning the unregulated gathering of large crowds, there being some irony in the fact that sovereignty of the commune as universitas civium actually lay in the coming of such acts of mass communal aggregation to constitute a civic parlamentum, the idea being that communal government should be a process 'quod omnes tangit', to use the words of the Roman Law glossators. The dividing line between legitimation and revolution, therefore, was always a thin one, and it is noteworthy that Savonarola took the step of outlawing such civic parliaments in Florence as instruments of tyranny whilst himself being dependant upon the following he garnered from such acts of communal aggregation.
36
How such large crowds acted when attending a public sermon, however, depended largely upon the affective potency of the preacher's rhetoric and his attitude towards the relation of moral to political regeneration. What power they had lay in their ability to persuade and convince, to secure an audience and a following, but in political terms questions arise concerning the permanency of this power and its hold over a collective, and the ability of periodic attendance at public sermons to secure a sustained programme of civic reform. For Weber charismatic authority was usually temporary and fleeting, and although a divine gift, support and a dedicated following were conditional upon the leader's ability to repeatedly prove his or her divine mission through works. Domination of this form 37 depended upon the subjection of an essentially passive crowd through the performance of awe-inspiring acts. It is here, in my view, that we encounter the limits within Weber's sociology of charismatic domination. For however 38 charismatic these preachers were, they were never in a position to coerce, a key limitation in Machiavelli's eyes when discussing armed prophets and the failure of Savonarola in The Prince and The Discourses.
39
What is required is a more dialogical model in which the crowd plays a more active part in the conferral of charisma in the acceptance, rather than passive reception, of religious rhetoric. For Weber's view of charisma is actually rather reductive (almost circus-like) in its portrayal of belief as being based upon performance and spectacle rather than psychological reform. In my mind, a far more nuanced analysis, and I use the term advisedly, of the relation between compliance, religious Sigmund Freud, 'Group Psychology and the Analysis of the Ego', in Civilization, Society and 40 Religion, ed. by Albert Dickson, Penguin Freud Library, 12 (London: Penguin, 1985) , pp. 93-178.
There is a limit to the extent that Freud's analysis can be read as granting agency to the crowd 41 given that their reactions/feelings are unconscious, and as such not compatible with agency as a selfconscious decision-making process. Similarly the leader's agency falls short of total control of the crowd. Indeed, it is difficult to apply a clearly identifiable causal line between agents and objects in such situations which depend on a prevailing mood as understood by Kristeva, namely as 'a generalised transference [. . .] authority, and leadership is provided in an essay that was published in 1921, the same year as Weber's The City. Written by Sigmund Freud and entitled 'Group Psychology and the Analysis of the Ego', the essay provides a critique of Gustav Le Bon's famous book Psychologie des Foules (1895) as part of his analysis of the psychological processes at work when an individual joins a crowd and comes under the sway of a leader. Freud rejected those explanations of crowd behaviour that 40 spoke in pejorative terms of primordial and arbitrary herd instincts. Instead Freud chose to analyse these characteristics as consequences of active choices, even if subconscious, as effects rather than causes. For Freud, the bond that draws the 41 individual to the crowd, and characterizes the relation of the individual in a crowd to a leader, was libidinal and based upon the pleasure principal. In place of domination and coercion Freud focused upon the compliance consequent upon the gratification of desires, the satisfaction and fulfilment felt in the surrender of a part of one's conscious self to an idealized love object. For a characteristic of the state of being in love is the extent to which the narcissistic libido of the subject is projected upon an idealized love object. The compliance of the individual, therefore, is a result of the object of desire supplanting the subject's own ego-ideal thereby impeding any self-criticism and inducing blind faith. Freud likens the psychological modification of the subject in such situations to hypnotism, where authority is transferred to the hypnotist as a consequence of the suspension of the rationalizing component of the psyche. What is particular about the experience 42 of being in a crowd is the increased susceptibility of the subject to such irrational overvaluation and psychic modification on account of the weakening of the individual's self-consciousness when participating in such collective gatherings. By the same token the collective identification by the crowd with the same love object Freud's observations are very suggestive when applied to the analysis of the preacher/crowd dynamic as reported in contemporary chronicles and the observational notes made in the reportationes of communal sermons. Mary Carruthers and Lina Bolzoni, amongst others, have shown how the instrumentality of words and images when combined and mediated through preaching and meditation served to cognitively remap the individual, conditioning how the divine truths contained in biblical allegory and the world of symbols which surrounded them were to be received, read, and remembered through a mix of rhetorical techniques and monastic meditative practices which moulded the mind. The mental maps that preachers 43 constructed served as itineraries to spiritual elevation and contemplation of the divine for use in the present. The charisma derived from such a mediating function between the human and the divine is testified by the size of the followings many of these preachers secured, their presence amongst the crowd embodying the physical presence of the holy, their preachings leaving a lasting (mental/psychological) impression upon their audiences which endured beyond the transitory performance itself. By creating such mental images through their exemplary narratives they were capable of influencing the faculties of cognition, memory, and will. To quote Bolzoni on Bernardino: 44 Using various means, Bernardino sets himself a single aim: to guide the reception of images and also to condition their future reception, to create a kind of automatic response system Space mitigates against considering how the communal preacher's treatment of the subject of intercession between this world and the next found resonance within mainstream philosophical thinking of the period. Suffice to say, it was within the neo-platonism of Ficino and his circle that extensive parallels are discernable. For Ficino, writing in his Theologia Platonica, it was not speech or the 46 rational intellect that divided man from the beasts as the Ciceronian and Aristotelian traditions held, but rather religion and man's ability to know divine truths.
47
In the De religione Christiana Ficino actually argues that such were the values upon which Christianity was based that not even the reasoning speech of Cicero or Demosthenes was capable of persuading people to follow them. For the truth of 48 religion was vouchsafed by revelation as it was through prophecy and miracles that the divine interceded with human affairs. For Ficino the fullest wisdom was passed through Christianity, although divine revelation was available to all no matter what religion was followed. What is striking about Ficino's analysis is the manner in which he sets up his contrast between theology and rationalism, between belief and scepticism, between piety and doubt in psychological terms. For Ficino's analysis shares startling similarities with Freud's in terms of religion's ability to cognitively remap the subject. A lack of belief was a disease of the soul, a consequence of over rationalization, a failing particularly prevalent in intellectuals whose reluctance to participate and join in resulted in melancholia, bitterness, and God followed from the love of self, as a pious disposition was the result of balanced humours. The Christian virtues of faith, hope, and charity (carità) provided the disciplining structures of the healthy soul. Good mental health, therefore, was a healthy soul striving for union with its maker, a soul capable of moments of transcendence through the experience of ecstatic transport. Preachers and 50 prophets were the efficient causes of such processes and central to furnishing such disciplining structures to a mass audience.
51
Until recently the tendency has been to find in the pre-modern period the shoots of economic rationalism, the foundations of modern political thought, the origins of western secularism, and the beginnings of nation-state bureaucracies. Yet such a teleology is at odds with the sense of nostalgia and loss apparent in the writings of the likes of Weber and Burckhardt for whom the finding of the modern in the pre-modern was no cause for celebration. It is notable that many of 52 Weber's contemporaries like Nietzsche, Burckhardt, Freud, and later Benjamin all developed categories which enabled them to discuss the extraordinary, using terms such as charisma, aura, prestige, and genius to describe the attributes of individuals who stood out from the crowd as possessors of a gift or ability which transcended the commonplace and routine. Yet we should remember that too much enchantment and too much charisma can be a bad thing. Within decades of both Weber's and Burckhardt's writings charisma itself underwent a renaissance in the guise of a wholly secular politics that glorified in the cult of the leader, namely National Socialism and Fascism. Whether Weber would have seen such an ideology as providing an antidote to the disenchanted rationalism of modernity, however, is another question. It was left to the next generation of Austro-German critics like Benjamin, Mannheim, and subsequently Popper and Adorno to reconsider the relation between the massification of culture, political ideology, and individual freedom of expression.
53
By way of conclusion, and bearing in mind the ecumenical orientation of this collection of essays, it is worth recalling that medieval preachers in Italy were also instrumental in increasing fear and intolerance of those at the margins of society and those they considered beyond redemption: sodomites, Jews, Turks, and heretics. In the context of the current move away from the scepticism of post-54 modernism and the return within the Academy to a consideration of the big questions concerning the nature of faith, truth, and love in the global village it is worth reflecting upon what historical insights drawn from past experience can teach us concerning the dangers of charisma's claims to divinely sanctioned truths. Foremost amongst these must figure the need to create spaces for con-55 tinual dialogue and the accommodation of multiple voices in the face of the univocal pronouncements of fundamentalism of all kinds. For the creation and protection of such spaces within the Academy is an essential precondition for the pursuit of humanistic criticism as understood by Edward Said, and central to the evolution of an ethics of intersubjectivity, as outlined by Emmanuel Levinas, in which the self accepts the challenge of difference rather than seeks its erasure. 
